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This presentation is based on what I created for my grade 11 World History 
course culminating activity last January. I only used part of it because we went 
back online and I didn’t follow-through with the entire CCA. 

However, if I were teaching this course right now this is what I’d use. And I’d 
feel pretty excited about it, especially in light of learning gaps that have built 
up from the pandemic.

I hope you enjoy and find it useful. 

Link to folder.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Zhc74BgBcbCQXobwqwQJWLirgrPf3_Jt?usp=sharing


Part 1 - Medieval Pageant
Ms. or Mr. Continuity, Ms. or Mr. Change - crowning winners

- Based on characters from the Middle Ages, China and Islamic Civilizations
- The last 3 units in my course

- Individual, no groups
- Offers choice (of characters and of ‘civilization’)
- 2-minute speech boasting why their character is deserving of the title Ms. or Mr. 

Change or Ms. or Mr. Continuity + Extended Paragraph + Poster
- In-role 
- Focus on HTC: Continuity and Change

- But not the overlap between them
- Focus on paragraph writing skill (my skill focus of the course)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wugH3emghqNQvnqfegVeJuoHHDU4NXoo/view?usp=share_link








How to 
Show 

Context
In your CCA 
paragraph



Context = PERSIAT
Show what you know

Depending on your person, one or two letters may be 
more important than the others

If you’re a leader, what’s going on politically at the 
time and in your civ? Who has the most power? How is 
power distributed? Who is fighting for more power?

If you’re a religious figure or live in a sacred society, 
what are the key values of your religion? How does it 
affect people’s daily lives?

Use dates - There’s no context if the reader/listener 
doesn’t know what the time period is. 

P = political

E = economic

R = religious

S = social

I = intellectual

A = artistic

T = technological







A balanced seesaw









Teacher Exemplar











Additional Benefits of the Pageant
Competition

- Students compete against each other to win the four contests
- Boasting - lots of in-role practice
- Establish criteria (don’t just vote for your friends)
- Class atmosphere!!!

Side Competitions

- Nominations for Ms. or Ms. Cruelty, Mr. or Mr. Genius…
- Students can come up with creative alternative contests



Part 2 - Comparison to Other Characters in Course
Next, students will review other units of the course in order to find one or two 
characters to compare to their Middle Ages/China/Islamic Civs character.

- Use another HTC
- Use primary evidence
- Write two comparative paragraphs (could extend to essay if you wish)
- Serves as exam review/preparation as well
- Individual but room for collaboration in preparation 
- Offers choice

- If students felt a civilization of their choice wasn’t covered they could choose someone 
from it

















Skills
For me, the CCA is all about the skills we’ve worked on developing in the 
course

- HTC analysis
- Paragraph writing

- Balance of detailed evidence (primary if possible) and well explained arguments
- Using citations to give credit to others for their research

- Writing in role
- More persuasive, illustrative writing
- Necessitates taking on a perspective 



Folder Links
I have included all the materials I use during the process: 

- Tips, tips, tips
- Rubrics
- Process steps
- Checklists
- Teacher-made exemplars
- Some student work
- Etc., etc.



Pre-Pandemic Culminating CCA
Before the pandemic, I did a very different culminating, one in which the 
majority of the steps took place during the course, not all toward the end. It 
was based on each student choosing a civilization that we didn’t study 
together in the course. They would research it and have a choice of final 
presentation format. It was highly focused on research skills but it also gave a 
lot of choice (topic and format). My favourite is the children’s story book.

- Link to folder

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LWHCMLDedL6S_69Qdl54eFlh044np9fS?usp=share_link


Grade 12 World History
If you’d like to see all my steps for grade 12 World History culminating project, 
please go to https://gluskin.ca/. 

Select the CHY4U tab and scroll down to see the various steps of the CCA. 

This is an intense, research based essay focusing on topics relating to 
decolonization. 

For second semester of this school year, I will be changing the topics but the 
basic steps will likely remain the same (perhaps reduced in length).

https://gluskin.ca/

